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TERMS OF SALE
1.

Terms are strictly CASH to the highest bidder. In case of dispute the decision of the Auctioneer will be
final. Lots must be paid for before shipping.

2.

All bids will be executed by the Auction Manager, but forwarding charges, insurance and registration,
etc., will be charged to the buyer. Bids from overseas members should be in Sterling and all bids must
be received by Friday 18th March 2022 at 1200hrs GMT if by e mail or by Thursday 17th March
2022 if by phone or mail. Receipt of bids will be acknowledged by e mail or phone so if you don’t
receive this acknowledgement please contact the Auction Manager asap.

3.

Successful bidders will be notified of their purchases by Pro-forma invoice (normally by e mail) and lots
will be forwarded after receipt of the FULL remittance in STERLING funds.

4.

Lots will normally be sent out by first class mail (or equivalent) for invoices up to £40 in value or by
Royal Mail ‘Signed For’ service (or equivalent) for invoices over £40. Buyers requiring an alternative
service should request this when responding to the pro-forma invoice.

5.

All lots are sold as genuine (except where offered ‘as is’) but neither the Auctioneer nor the Society can
be held responsible for a wrong description by the vendor. Note that your Auction Manager will have
made an attempt to verify descriptions but he is not an expertising service!

6.

All lots are sold in STERLING FUNDS and must be paid for in STERLING FUNDS. Payment may be
made either by sterling cheque drawn on a UK clearing bank and made payable to the Society or via
PAYPAL or by bank transfer. In the case of PAYPAL payments a surcharge will be applied
(normally 5% but may be higher for small invoices) to cover PAYPAL charges. If paying via bank
transfer, all bank charges must be paid by the purchaser.

7.

The estimates given in the appropriate column are meant as a guide to the current retail value of the lots.
In many cases the vendor’s figures have been checked and adjusted. It is anticipated that most lots will
sell at, or a little above, the estimate given. Condition has been taken into account and every effort made
to give a clear description for the benefit of bidders. Such descriptions have, of necessity, to be
reasonably brief. The Auction Manager is prepared to attempt to give more detailed descriptions of
larger lots and additional scans (e.g. of the back of stamps) can be provided on request. The numbers
stated in general lots and accumulations have not all been checked and must be accepted as only
approximate.

8.

THERE IS NO BUYER’S PREMIUM OR VAT PAYABLE.

9.

Virtually all of the lots in this sale are illustrated in this catalogue. Large and mixed lots have generally
been illustrated by showing a sample of the contents. Lot numbers highlighted in red have illustrations; normally on the adjacent pages. Should these illustrations prove inadequate, the Auction
Manager will be happy to provide additional information or scans or to provide material for Postal Viewing.

Applications for Postal Viewing will be dealt with in strict rotation. The cost both ways, must be paid for by
the viewer and all lots must be sent back BY RETURN OF POST, with remittance to cover postage,
registration, etc. Unfortunately, no lots can be sent for viewing to overseas members nor can any lots be sent
out for postal viewing after Monday 28th February 2022. Scans can be sent as jpeg attachments up to Friday
11th March 2022.
All enquiries, viewing requests and bids should be sent to the Auction Manager.
Graham Searle, Ryvoan, 11 Riverside, Banchory, Aberdeenshire, UK AB31 6PS
Tel: (+44) (0)1330 820659 If calling from USA and Canada please note time difference.
Email: searle711@btinternet.com
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INFORMATION FOR BIDDERS
An estimate is shown against each lot. This is an estimate of the market value of the lot and may be used as a
guide to the likely selling price. However, please note that our Auction Manager does not always get it right!
As this is a club auction, reserves have, in many cases, been set by individual sellers not by the auction
manager. As a result reserve levels can vary a lot from less than 50% to as much as 90% of estimate. In most
cases, assume the reserve is around 60 - 70% of estimate and note that bids of less than 60% of estimate are
highly unlikely to be successful.
This sale includes a few lots donated or sold for Society funds. Where this is the case the lot number is
followed by a bold *. In many cases these will be being sold without reserve but please bid generously in
such cases!
Our bidding increments are as follows:Up to £10
£10 to £20
£20 to £50
£50 to £100
£100 to £200
£200 to £500
Over £500

50p steps
£1 steps
£2 steps
£5 steps
£10 steps
£25 steps
at Auctioneers discretion.

Please note that these increments do not allow for bids such as £25 or £35 which always end up being rounded
down. We do not accept ‘Buy’ bids. Bids received which are not in line with the above steps will be rounded
down to the nearest bidding increment.
Lots will be sold to the highest bidder at one increment above the next highest bid. Your bid will not be used
as a starting price. In the event of tied bids, the bid received earliest will win the lot.
The Auction Manager will treat your bids in confidence. Your limit bid will not be used as a starting bid.
For the majority of lot values we have referred to the following catalogues:SG - Stanley Gibbons Canada & Provinces 7th Edition 2020
CS - Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps 2018 Edition
Van Dam catalogue of Revenue Stamps - 1994 edition.
Unitrade Standard Canada Precancel Catalogue - 2000 Edition
Where the abbreviation STC is used, the catalogue value stated is that provided by the vendor and has not been
checked by the Auction Manager.
The sale is listed as follows:1. Postal History - Mixed and Bulk Lots
2. Postal History - small lots
3. Postal Stationery
4. Cancellations
5. Stamps
6. Ephemera and any stuff the auction manager missed the first time around

3
The Postal History sections of the sale contain many specialised items. Rather than split these into too many
sub-listings we have attempted to highlight key words (in red) that may draw attention to items of special
interest or unusual destinations. The system is, of course, not foolproof so if you do have specific interests we
would advise close inspection of the lot listings to ensure you do not miss something important. Within each
section, lots are listed broadly in chronological order.
Please note that although we have made efforts to illustrate the vast majority of lots, the scans are not to scale
so relative sizes will not be correct. The scans are, however, of fairly high resolution so you will be able to
blow them up in size online to get a close up view of the material. Also note that some of the large stamp lots
are held in stockbook pages which can be hard to scan - so don’t be alarmed if some of the scans show edges
missing etc. In real life they are all there!

Oh, and remember if you see something you like….bid early, bid high and bid often!!!

FOREWORD
This sale contains the usual eclectic mix of postal history and stamps from the BNA area.
As usual, all estimates and bidding are done in £ Sterling although successful overseas bidders will be able to
pay invoices in their local currency using PAYPAL or pay via International bank transfer. Whilst the sale
contains a wide variety of BNA material, some of the highlights include:1. A range of early Ship Letters in addition to several later transatlantic covers with handstamps
2. Some nice early Canadian rate handstamps
3. A lot of Postage Due covers
4. An unused copy of the 1 cent Large Queen on laid paper - one of Canada’s rarest stamps
5. A cover recovered from the wreck of the Empress of Ireland
6. Some more early covers with straight line postmarks and bishop marks
7. Plating studies of both the 12½ cent and 17 cent values of the 1859 Cents issue
8. Some nice bulk lots of RPO cancels and Precancels and
9 Another group of the ever popular Fancy Cancels
Devotees of our bulk Admiral lots will find some more lots of 2 cent reds and 3 cent browns in this sale. The
cupboard is nearly empty so if you like this stuff now is the time to bid!! We have also branched out to offer
bulk lots of Small Queen stamps and this sale also includes a number of highly specialised bulk lots of
individual stamps from the 1859 series to the Map Stamp. These all come from old time collections that have
not been on the market for many decades so if you collect in these areas take a close look.
With lots estimated from as little as £2 up to £1000 (with a majority priced at less than £30) there should be
something for all regardless of the state of the bank balance.
I hope you can find a few lots to enhance your collection.
Graham Searle
16 January 2022.
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LOT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

POSTAL HISTORY - LARGE AND MIXED LOTS (see also lot 92)
1

1843 - 1853 Group of nine transatlantic covers (one is a front only) all sent via Cunard and all rated
1/2d stg and/or 1/4d Cy Condition varies as you might expect but note two or three very fine here and
good historical interest.

1844 - 1850 Cross Border Mail: group of four sfl's all from the Kennedy correspondence comprising:
1844 (13 August) letter from Toronto to New York, no Canadian rate markings suggesting it may have
2 been carried to the border by favour but rated 25 (US cents) for onward transmission; 1845 (21 July)
letter from Toronto to New York Paid to the Lines (Box 50) rated 9 (pence cy) and 10 (US cents)
routed via Queenston and Lewiston; 1850 (14 Aug) letter from Cobourg to New York via Queenston
and Lewiston with mss Paid Box 50. Rated 9 in mss in red and PAID 10 handstamp for US postage
and 1850 (11 Jun) letter from Hamilton to New York paid through and rated 4½ (pence cy) and 10
handstamp in red for US postage. Again routed via Queenston and Lewiston. Nice group, usual light
filing folds otherwise fine.
Group of six letters mailed Free of postage in the Victorian era, comprising; 1859 (30 Aug) letter from
Ottawa to Quebec sent to the Commissioner of Crown Lands and rated FREE. Fine strike of the large
3 single ring City of Ottawa datestamp on front. Very fine. 1862 (7 Feb) letter from Toronto to Quebec
initially rated UNPAID 7 but this struck over with Toronto bars killer cancels and FREE handstamp
applied. Letter was addressed to the Asst Comm of Crown Lands. Reverse has Quebec arrival mark of
11 Feb. Fine. 1869 (29 July) mourning entire mailed from Quebec to Ottawa and addressed to Henry
J. Morgan with signature of F. Turville at lower left. Rated Free, Very fine. 1874 (4 Sept) letter mailed
from Ottawa to Wardsville with signature of W. Powell at top right, rated FREE. Very fine. 1878 (10
Jan) letter from Ottawa to Kingston rated FREE with boxed handstamp of the Adjutant General's
Office on front and signature at lower left. Edge faults at top from rough opening but otherwise fine.
and 1878 (13 Dec) letter sent within Ottawa and handwritten 'Free' endorsement along with officials
signature underneath. Very fine.

£36

£24

£40

Group of three items relating to the Windsor Hotel in Montreal comprising; 1896 (28 Sep) advertising

4 cover to Niagara Falls franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by very fine strike of the Montreal 1-C
flag cancel. Cover has some staining and docketing on the reverse; undated advertising cover to New
York with strip of three 1 cent Small Queens uncancelled with endorsement 'Please Forward' and circa
1920's colour ppc of the hotel. Fine lot.

£18

Trio of postcards, comprising; 1909 (22 May) card from Blissfield N.B. mailed to England at 1 cent

5 Printed Matter rate (stamp on picture side of card); two different incoming cards to Woodstock N.B.
showing different rectangular handstamps of the Woodstock General Delivery, one in red and one in
purple. These dating from 1949 and 1954. Very fine.
Group of some 25 Post Office official covers or documents all of which were eligible for free postage.
6 Range from 1909 modern and with a good range of cachets etc. Several are signed and includes a few
registered items. Fine or better and a nice lot.

£4

£15

1929 - 1950 trio of covers all with dual Canadian /US frankings. Two are US postal stationery

7 envelopes to which Canadian stamps have been added so probably legitimate use in Canada. The third
is a letter from Saskatchewan to New York franked with 1 cent Canadian stamp and 2 cent US stamp
both tied by Canadian machine cancel and appears to have gone through the mails without comment.
Interesting trio.

£6

8 1939 group of four covers and one postcard all franked with Royal Visit issue stamps. Note two

different illustrated first day covers both sent to England and three commercial usages including
registered letter from Toronto to Stamford Centre with 15 cents franking, letter to Germany with 5 cent
franking and postcard to Sweden with 6 cent franking. Fine to very fine.

£10

PLATE I

EX LOT 1

EX LOT 2

EX LOT 3

LOT 4 - THREE ITEMS

LOT 5 - THREE ITEMS

EX LOT 6

PLATE II

LOT 7 - THREE ITEMS

EX LOT 8

5
LOT
9

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

Mixed group of seven lucky dip covers and cards, comprising; 1928 (26 Jul) AR card issued at
Regina Sask, franked with pair of 5 cent Confederation stamps (CS type 144) paying the 10 cents rate.
Very fine. 1934 (10 Jan) registered letter from Toronto to Bradley Beach, New Jersey forwarded on
to Dial NJ. Franked with 13 cent stamp from the Medallion series. Violet boxed Registered mark of
Toronto on front. Range of backstamps including Bradley Beach 11 Jan and Dial 12 Jan. Minor edge
faults from opening o/w very fine. 1942 - 43 pair of airmail covers from Canada to England both
franked with 10 cent and 20 cents War Issue stamps, comprising; November 1942 letter from London
Ont to Oxford, England and Sept 1943 letter from Galt to London, England. Both have different types
of censor label at the left edge. Very fine. 1949 (16 Sep) airmail letter from Toronto to Austria,
redirected on arrival. Franked with 2 x 4 cent War Issue plus 7 cent Peace issue airmail stamp, all tied
by machine cancel. Reverse has receiver of 20 Sept. Very fine. 1951 (31 March) registered airmail
letter from Montreal to Paris France franked with pair of 10 cent Forestry stamps plus 5 cents stamp
of 1949 (CS type 288). Very fine. 1964 (15 July) airmail cover from Burnaby B.C. to New Zealand
franked with strip of three of the 8 cent on 7 cent airmail overprint (first day of issue) plus a 1 cent
Wilding to make up the 25 cents rate. Nice FDC to odd destination! Very fine and 1966 (10 May)
registered letter from stamp dealers George Wegg & Co in Toronto to London, Ontario. Franked with
lower right corner block of four of the 10 cent forestry stamp (CS type 301). Very fine.

£18

Group of some 20 covers all assessed for postage due. Ranging from early 1930's to modern and with
a huge range of due handstamp types and no apparent duplication. None have postage due stamps
applied (although one does have tax paid by meter). Condition varies but mainly fine.

£30

11

1938 - 1966 group of 8 covers and cards all franked with fourth postage due issue stamps as mail
originally underpaid. Postage due ratings vary from 1 cent to 36 cents. Fine or better.

£20

12

Collection of Wartime Blackout Cancels from WW2 period, mounted on display sheets. Includes
some 16 covers and cards, plus 8 examples on stamp or piece. All well written up and a super basis
for an in depth study or display of these items. Condition is very fine throughout.

£40

13

1947 - 1950, group of five covers all franked with Peace issue stamps. Includes airmail covers to
Sweden (including one underpaid and charged postage due), Switzerland and Austria (latter censored) and also registered letter to Jamaica. Nice group in fine to very fine condition.

£12

10

14

Group of four covers and cards all mailed from Canada but underpaid and with foreign postage due
stamps applied on arrival. Three items are to Sweden with range of PD stamps from 20 ore to 70 ore
(2 different types). One cover is to Hungary with total of 100 filler in PD stamps applied. Very
fine.

£16

15

1937 - 52 pair of covers from the Foreign Service of the USA in Ottawa both of which were eligible
for Free Consular Mail. Both carry cachets of the Ambassador at the time. One has some mounting
marks and both have minor edge wear and creases. However, unusual covers.

£6

16

Group of four Returned Dead Letter Office envelopes. One rated at 3 cents (with postage due
stamps types J11 and J12 applied) and three examples rated 10 cents (at least one paid by meter).
Very fine.

£16

17

Trio of incoming covers and cards to Canada all sent underpaid; two from the USA and one from
Sweden. Two have postage due stamps added and nice variety of postage due handstamps. Very
fine.

18

Group of four items franked with the red Centennial postage due stamps, comprising; 1969 letter
mailed from the US with a Canadian stamp on, assessed 12 cents due; request for additional delivery
note rated 25 cents; 1978 postcard franked with block of 4 x 2 cent stamps and assessed 12 cents due
and 1982 letter mailed within Kelowna BC and optimistically franked with a 1 cent stamp assessed
58 cents due. Nice lot in fine condition. These red dues are hard to find on cover.

£5

£16

PLATE III

EX LOT 9

EX LOT 10

EX LOT 11

TYPICAL PAGES FROM LOT 12

EX LOT 13

PLATE IV

EX LOT 14

LOT 15 - TWO ITEMS

EX LOT 16

LOT 17 - THREE ITEMS

EX LOT 18
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LOT DESCRIPTION

19

20

ESTIMATE

Small group of four covers and cards all franked with Caricature definitives, comprising; 6 cent
precancel on local card in Calgary, 6 cent plus 2 x 1 cent on airmail postcard to the UK underpaid
and charged 2d postage due on arrival, registered cover from Montreal Sub 180 to the USA franked
with 8 cent x 3, 10 cent, 1 cent and 50 cent Landscape stamps all tied by POCON cancels and letter
from Vernon BC to England franked with 8 cent stamp but short paid and has AIR MAIL = PAR
AVION/ TAX 14/15 handstamp on front. Fine or better.
Large group of some 55 covers from the House of Commons (including two from the Senate which
were post paid and one that was eligible for free postage). Bulk are franked with Centennial stamps
and all seem to date from the early 1970's. Note the odd FDC and not checked for stamp types or
varieties. Fine or better.

21

Group of 7 picture postcards of Toronto (one used, rest unused). Few Street scenes included. Few
very minor faults but mostly fine or better.

22

Lot of four ppc's in colour all from Nova Scotia. All unused and show scenes from Halifax, New
Glasgow and Oxford. Very fine.

23

Pot Pourri of five covers and cards includes: meter mark, unclaimed mail that went to Kenya and
back, 1949 letter from Vancouver to Australia, 1936 letter to Denmark that was returned and rather
philatelic looking cover from Dawson Yukon from 1969 mailed to New Zealand with range of
seemingly unrelated cachets and handstamps in the front - nice one to work out. Hours of fun to be
had writing this lot up!

£8

£12

£6
£8

£12

POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA SMALL LOTS

24
25

26

27

28

circa 1780 folded letter from Quebec to Montreal rated 9 (pence) in red and showing very fine strike
of the Quebec Bishop mark for 24 Feb (year date is unclear from text of letter). Slightly scruffy from
age and with some filing folds but nice example of the Bishop Mark.

£40

1799 (24 May) sfl from Berthier to Quebec rated 9 (pence) in red mss. Reverse has fine strike of the
straight line BERTHIER. Mark. Couple of filing folds and minor damage to one corner of the
cover.

£40

1806 (22 July) letter from Three Rivers to Quebec. Rated 7 in red mss with PAID handstamp
alongside in black. Flap carries nice strike of the two line postmark THREE RIVERS/ 26 JUL
1806. Light central filing fold but overall fine.

£36

1823 (5 Jul) two sheet letter mailed from Brockville to Hawkesbury Mills near Ottawa and rated
1N10 (2 x 11d rate). Front carries fine strike of the straight line BROCKVILLE postmark in
brown-red. Two vertical filing folds but overall fine for age.

£40

1826 (18 May) letter from Richmond to the Collector at York. The letter was put in the mail at Perth.
In the letter the sender wrote that he travelled from Richmond to Perth intending to continue to York
but the roads were impassable so the letter was mailed from Perth with a draft for £800. Despite this
it was charged only 11d (so not regarded as a Money Letter). Nice strike of the straight line PERTH
mark on the flap. Central filing fold but o/w fine.

29

1829 (10 April) letter from Cornwall to the postmaster at Kingston and rated 'Free' in red mss.
Reverse carries very fine strike of the straight line CORNWALL mark in black. A very late use of
this mark with the second L largely broken off. Filing fold but overall very fine.

30

1841 (26 Jul) letter from point unknown but placed in the mail at Kingston on 4 August to Montreal.
Rated 1/2 (d collect) in black mss. Front has very fine strike of the small straight line STEAM BOAT
mark in red used from Kingston in the 1840's. Some light filing folds and cover has been opened out
for display and research. Fine.

£36

£50

£36

PLATE V

EX LOT 19

EX LOT 20

EX LOT 21

EX LOT 22

EX LOT 23

LOT 25 - FRONT AND BACK

LOT 24

PLATE VI

LOT 26 - FRONT AND BACK

LOT 27

LOT 28
LOT 29

LOT 30
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LOT DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

1846 - 1850 nice pair of cross border covers from the Kennedy correspondence comprising; 1846 (15
Sep) letter from Quebec to New York rated 11½ (d Cy) and 10 (US cents) in red mss with two fine
31 strikes of the Crown PAID at Quebec mark in red. Also 1850 (1 Mar) letter from Montreal to New
York rated 4½ (d Cy in red mss plus 10 (US cents) red handstamp in circle. Mss 'Paid to Lines' at
lower left. Usual light filing folds but otherwise very fine.

£26

32 1847 (22 March) cross border cover from New York to Quebec (arriving 29 March). Rated 1/5½d

£10

collect in Canadian currency. Fully written up on album page. Horizontal filing fold o/w fine.
1848 (29 Dec) cross border cover from Montreal (tombstone paid datestamp in red) to New York.

33 Rated as double rate letter at 9 (pence cy) and 20 (US cents) with mss 'Paid to the Lines (Box 98) at

£8

top. Light filing folds but overall very fine.
1851 (1 Dec) local letter mailed in Cobourg Ont with very fine strike of an unusual ½ (penny)

34 handstamp in black. Very fine.

£26

1852 (26 Jun) letter from Gananoque to Brockville with light but fine strike of the scarce tombstone

35 PAID 3 handstamp of Gananoque in red. This is the early type of this handstamp without the 'd' (it
was modified in 1853). Postage was charged to a box number 46. Fine.

£40

1853 - 1854 pair of fronts written up on album page comprising; circular sent from Montreal with

36 circular PAID AT MONTREAL 1 handstamp in red and circular sent from Quebec with 1d PAID
AT QUEBEC handstamp in red. A fine pair of scarce rate handstamps.

37 1854 (27 Jul) letter from Quebec to Montreal rated 3 in mss in black and with very fine strike of the

Steam Boat Letter Quebec dater on the front. Written up on album page. Couple of light filing folds
do not detract. Fine.

1854 (20 Dec) drop letter mailed within Toronto showing a nice example of the small ½d rate
handstamp in black only used from Toronto. Central filing fold but o/w fine. Lot also includes a
38 second example of this scarce rate handstamp on a May 1854 local letter - this example is slightly
lighter and on a cover opened out for display.

£40

£12

£30

1855 (7 Mar) large and slightly confusing letter mailed within Quebec to the Crown Lands Office.

39 Sent by a M.P.P. and with Legislative Assembly cachet in blue it nonetheless carries a very fine strike
of the PAID AT QUEBEC ½ (penny) handstamp in red. Some filing folds as usual but these do not
detract from a very attractive cover - scarce rate handstamp.

£30

1857 (16 Apr) cover from Dunnville to North Java New York with fine strike of the PAID 6d in circle

40 handstamp in red. Unusual cross border cover in that it does not show the CANADA cross border
marking required by the postal regulations. Fine.

£10

1860 (27 Mar) large registered letter mailed from Quebec to the Asst Comm of Crown Lands in

41 Ottawa and rated FREE (handstamp in red. Cover is badly creased and with some edge faults but this
is the first FREE rated registered letter from the Cents period I can recall seeing.

42 1861 (25 Jul) local letter mailed in Toronto with fine strike of the 1CT handstamp in black. Filing fold

£20

£12

does not detract. Fine.

43 1862 (17 Sept) cover from Montreal to New York with very fine strike of the 2 line CANADA/PAID
10Cts handstamp in red. Front also has Montreal tombstone cancel in red. Very fine.
1866 (17 May) cover from Ottawa to Lindsay forwarded to Bobcaygeon franked with 5 cent Beaver
but found to be overweight and assessed postage due with very fine strike of the MORE TO PAY 9
44 handstamp on the front. Very fine condition. Lot includes a second similar cover with same handstamp but this latter was roughly opened at the top eating into part of the handstamp. Scarce handstamp!

45 1869 (8 Jan) domestic letter to St Joseph La Beauce franked with two copies of the 3 cent Large Queen

paying the double domestic rate. Long cover which has been folded over at some point for display
purposes. Small tear on cover at bottom edge o/w fine.

£12

£50

£12

PLATE VII

LOT 31 - TWO COVERS

LOT 33

LOT 32

LOT 34

LOT 36 - TWO FRONTS

LOT 35

LOT 37

LOT 38 - TWO COVERS

LOT 39

LOT 40

LOT 41

LOT 43

LOT 44 - TWO COVERS

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE SCAN FOR LOT 45 IS ON PLATE VIII.

LOT 42

8
LOT DESCRIPTION
46

47

48

49

ESTIMATE

1877 (18 Dec) Royal Hotel advertising cover mailed from Hamilton Ont to Chicago. Franked with
oxidised 3 cent Small Queen. Chicago receiver on reverse dated 19 Dec. Fine
USA cover franked with 3 cent Washington stamp (Scott 147) tied by fancy crossroads cancel and
mailed from San Francisco (10 May 1877) to Victoria B.C. Reverse has faint Victoria receiver
dated 14 May. Some ageing stains but scarce early BC incoming mail item.
1882 (14 Dec) cover from Toronto to Wiarton Ont franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by nice
strike of the Toronto East Branch Office duplex cancel (DON type 1841). Cover has all over
advertising for Thomas Davies and Co Don Brewery on the back in blue. Some minor edge faults
but overall fine.
1884 (28 Aug) cover from Calgary to Toronto with blue oval 'Dominion Lands/Calgary Alberta'
date stamp at lower left. Franked with 6 cent Small Queen paying the double domestic rate. Reverse
has Toronto receiver of 3 Sept. Cover is slightly reduced at right from opening and has docketing
and some old glue stains on the reverse but overall fine and a nice example of the scarce use of the
6 cent stamp on domestic mail.

£20

£28

£10

£70

50

1887 (7 Jan) advertising cover for the Imperial Hotel in Galt mailed from there to Berlin Ont.
Franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by segmented cork cancel. Very fine.

£8

51

1889 (16 Feb) St Louis Hotel advertising cover mailed from Quebec to Marquette Michigan.
Franked with 3 cent Small Queen (rose carmine shade). Receiver on reverse dated 19 Feb. Fine.

£20

52

53

54

1889 (31 JUL) brown illustrated Corporal Highlanders cover mailed from Long Point N.B. (cds
centred within backpack) to Hillsboro N.B. Franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by 11 grid oval
killer. Cover has been reduced at left and has an age stain possibly caused by a rubber band .
Otherwise fine and attractive.
1/2 cent Small Queen used on cover to Moncton N.B. Stamp tied by heavy 9 bar killer cancel.
Scarce single use on cover probably paying the unofficial local printed matter rate.
1891 (14 Dec) cover from Toronto to Honolulu, Hawaii. Franked with 3 cent and pair 1 cent Small
Queens tied by orb cancels. Reverse has transit cancels from Windsor Ont and San Francisco and
partial Honolulu receiver. Cover has rough opening at right plus some ageing stains and a light
crease at the bottom but a very unusual destination!

£28
£40

£28

55

1890's letter from Montreal to New Jersey franked with a single copy of the 10 cents Small Queen
in the rose carmine shade tied by a Montreal duplex. The stamp probably overpays the triple letter
rate by 1 cent for convenience. The addressee, H.E. Deats, was a prominent early stamp collector.
Minor edge wear but o/w fine and a rare example of a single use 10 cent cover.

56

1895 registered letter from Montreal to Knowlton P.Q. franked with a 10 cent Small Queen in
salmon pink plus a 1 cent Small Queen. Both stamps have been pen cancelled. Stamps pay the 11
cents rate for a double rate registered letter (6 cents postage plus 5 cents registration fee). Fine and
unusual franking.

57

1897 Balmoral Hotel advertising cover mailed from Montreal to Paris Ont. Franked with 3 cent
Small Queen which is tied by an RPO cancel. Paris receiver on reverse dated 3 May. Minor flap
tears which have been resealed. Fine.

£16

58

1898 (3 Sep) illustrated private post card for Standard Mercantile Agency mailed from Toronto to
Rodney Ont. Franked with 1 cent Numeral tied by type 8C flag cancel. Couple of filing holes in
card o/w fine.

£6

59

1899 (24 Apr) advertising cover for Park Blackwell & Co Hams mailed from Toronto to Halifax
NS. Franked with pair of 1 cent Numeral stamps tied by Toronto type 8A flag cancel. Cover has
rough opening at right but otherwise very fine.

£6

£40

£40

PLATE VIII

LOT 45

LOT 46

LOT 48 - FRONT AND BACK

LOT 50

LOT 51

LOT 53

LOT 54

LOT 56

LOT 57

LOT 59

LOT 47

LOT 49

LOT 52

LOT 55

LOT 58
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LOT DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

1900/01 pair of early Pioneer/ Patriotic Private Mailing Cards both franked with 2 cent Numerals,
comprising; 1900 (14 AUG) card with view of Niagara Falls sent from there to Bradford UK and
1901 (16 JUL) card from Quebec to Ireland. Both have minor creases but an attractive pair.

£10

61

1900 (JU 22) cover from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie franked with 2 cent numeral tied by duplex
cancel. Cover has attractive advertising from the Western Canada 20th Century Fair. Flap has tear
on reverse and an opening tear at left which has been repaired, o/w very fine and attractive cover.

£8

62

1913 (17 Feb) large letter from the Bureau of Provincial Information in Victoria B.C. to an address
is Eholt B.C. Handwritten endorsement suggests the letter contained a logging licence. Front has very
fine Bureau of Provincial Information oval datestamp in red and a two line handstamp in black
reading FREE/ Bureau of Provincial Information. Very fine.

60

63

1914 (26 May) letter from Berwick N.S. to London UK which was recovered from the wreck of the
S.S. Empress of Ireland. Usual recovery cachet on front of cover and nice strike of the Branch Dead
Letter Office Ottawa oval in purple dated 25 Sept 1914 on reverse along with docketing showing
record numbers etc. The letter had contained money orders. Cover is in remarkably good condition
given the circumstances but has a couple of small pin holes with burning around in centre. Lot is
accompanied by notes and newspaper cuttings concerning the wreck and also a nice colour ppc of the
ship.

£8

£150

64

1916 (2 Sep) ppc in colour of the Metropolitan Methodist Cathedral in Toronto mailed from there to
Ottawa. Franked with 1 cent Admiral tied by scarce Toronto Sub Post Office X cancel. Sent at
printed matter rate. Fine

£15

65

1920 (20 Aug) entire to the UK on birch bark franked with 3 cent brown Admiral. Very fine.

£6

66

1923 (2 Apr) cover mailed from Kawende Man to England franked with 3 cent brown Admiral and
short paid (de minimus). Assessed due 1½d and has 1d and ½d GB postage due stamps applied on
arrival in the UK. Few flap tears. See Maple Leaves July 2017. Fine.

67

1931 (22 Jun) official envelope of the House of Commons in Ottawa mailed to Lyleton, Man. With
fine strike of the bi-lingual House of Commons Free Frank cancel. At lower left cover shows initials
of the MP sending the letter E.F.W. Very fine.

68

1932 pair of covers sent underpaid and assessed for postage due comprising; 30 Jan letter from
Winnipeg to Perth sent without stamps and thus 6 cents due paid by strip of three of J7 2 cent PD
stamp and 16 Mar cover from Montreal to Hamilton franked with pair of 1 cent stamps but assessed
2 cents due with fine paid by single copy of J7 postage due stamp. Very fine.

£12

£7

£8

1934 (22 Oct) part of registered parcel label mailed from St John N.B. by the Bank of Nova Scotia.
Franked with 20 cent and $1 values from the 1930 series (CS types 175 and 177). Number of cancels
including the Moncton and St John RPO. Very fine.

£15

70

1934 (10 Nov) AR card relating to letter sent from Toronto to Victoria BC. Franked with pair of 5
cent Medallion stamps. Very fine.

£4

71

1937 (1 Apr) commercial first day cover from Montreal to Verdun with corner advertising franked
with 1 cent, 2 cent and 3 cent Mufti's. Very fine.

£5

69

72* 1937 Pair of 3 cent Coronation FDC's with different colour cachets. Both have Humboldt Sask

73
74

cancels and locally addressed. Some minor gum flap toning on reverse. DONATED LOT FOR
SOCIETY FUNDS.

£2

1938 (MR 26) cover from Buckingham PQ to Germany (re-addressed on arrival) franked with 5 cent
Royal William stamp of 1934. Very fine.

£4

1942 (14 Sept) OHMS letter from the Department of Munitions and Supply in Ottawa to Toronto.
Large FREE handstamp in black over circular cachet of the Dept of Munitions in blue which
incorporates approval signature. Very fine.

£7

PLATE IX

LOT 61

LOT 60 - TWO CARDS
SHOWN HERE FRONT AND BACK
LOT 62

COVER - FRONT AND BACK - PLUS CARD FROM LOT 63

LOT 64

ABOVE AND RIGHT
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LOT 66
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LOT 70

LOT 69
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LOT 73

LOT 74
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LOT DESCRIPTION
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75

1943 (31 Mar and 1 Apr) nice pair of covers comprising; letter from Medicine Hat to California
dated 31 March the last day of the 3 cent postage rate and franked with 3 cent War Issue stamp, and
window envelope from Toronto dated 1 April the first day of the 4 cent postage rate franked with
pair of 2 cent Mufti's. Very fine.

£8

76

1943 (17 Aug) registered letter from Toronto (Sub no 120) to Winnipeg. Franked with 4 cent War
Issue and 10 cent Parliament stamps. Opening flap fault but o/w very fine.

£8

77

1944 pair of covers with blackout cancels with 'Conserve Coal' slogans. Both franked with War
Issue stamps, one is a 1 cent printed matter cover from Quebec to the USA and other a 4 cent rate
from Halifax to the UK. Minor ageing o/w very fine.

£3

78

1944 (21 Jun and 10 Oct) two airmail letters to Switzerland, comprising; letter from Toronto to St
Gall dated 21 June franked with pair of the 5 cent and 20 cent War issue stamps tied by machine
cancel. Opened by Censor DB/47 sealing label at left edge. Also letter from Montreal (Station B) to
Geneva, Switzerland, Franked with 10 cent and 20 cent values from the War Issue series. British
style P.C. 90 Opened by Examiner DB/66 censor label on left edge. Very fine.

£6

79

1946 (18 Feb) airmail letter from Longview, Alberta to the Hague, Netherlands franked with block
of four of the 8 cent War Issue stamp (CS type 256). Very fine.

£6

80

1946 (30 Jul) short paid cover from Toronto to Switzerland franked with 4 cent War Issue stamp and
assessed postage due 15 cents on arrival. Swiss PD stamp tied by Zurich cds. Very fine.

£18

81

1948/9 pair of picture postcards sent to Finland, comprising; 1948 (18 May) card from Toronto
franked with 3 cent War Issue stamp and 1949 (23 AUG) card from Niagara Falls franked with 4
cent War Issue stamp. This latter was overpaid by 1 cent as the UPU rate did not increase until 1954.
Very fine.

82
83

£7

1949 (3 Oct) cover mailed from Ottawa to Hungary franked with Newfoundland stamps (3 cent and
pair of 1 cent CS types 253 and 255). Reverse has Budapest receiver of 18 Oct. Very fine and unusual.

£8

1955 (14 Jul) registered letter mailed from Montreal (Station B) to Sweden and franked with six
copies of the Wilding 5 cent stamp for the 30 cents rate. Very fine.

£3

84

1955 - 1958 trio of letters from Toronto to England all franked with Wilding definitives and all
showing examples of the large rectangular handstamps reading BRITISH MAIL OFFICE/ NIGHT
STAFF/ TORONTO. Two handstamps are in red, the other in purple. Two of the covers have edge
faults from opening but o/w fine to very fine.

£4

85

1957 (Dec) airmail letter from Edmonton to Kazanlik, Bulgaria franked with range of stamps to 15
cents value. Very fine and unusual destination.

£2

86

1959/60 three cards/ covers showing use of the 10 cent Eskimo Hunter stamp of 1955 (CS 351),
comprising; AR card from Ganonoque to Prince Albert Sask; Postcard mailed from Yorkton to
Calgary and sent special delivery with Eskimo stamp paying the SD fee and airmail letter sent from
Calgary to Pointe Claire PQ sent special delivery with the Eskimo stamp again paying the SD fee.
Very fine.

£8

87

1964 (10 Oct) postcard mailed from Gander, NF to Sweden and franked with 3 cent Newfie stamp
from the 1941 - 44 series. Very late usage of Newfie stamps - someone had been keeping these for
a long time! Very fine.

£5

1975 (6 Feb) postage due card mailed from Burgessville Ont to Brantford franked with 7 cent St
Laurent Caricature stamp. Relates to short paid cover to Ireland. Very fine and one of the very few
single uses for this stamp.

£16

88

89

1978 pair of postage due receipts from Owen Sound both rated at 53 cents and paid with 50 cent
Landscape stamp plus 3 cent Flower stamp. Fine.

£6
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90

1991 (17 Jan) cover to Kuwait. Franked with 80 cent Caribou stamp paying the international rate
(as of 1 Jan 91) tied by Postal Code machine cancel. On the day before this letter was sent, the US
bombed Iraqi forces in Kuwait at the start of Operation Desert Storm. Nice piece of modern postal
history!

£10

91

Uncertain date: letter from Scarborough to Toronto with violet handstamp on front reading 'Stamp
fallen off/ at Toronto, Ont'. Fine and unusual.

£4

POSTAL HISTORY - EARLY AIRMAILS AND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS

92

Bulk lot of First Flight Covers from the period 1928 to 1936 comprising approx 150 different
covers. The vast majority have colourful cachets and condition throughout is very fine. Note some
are pilot signed and a great opportunity to start a new collection in an area which offers a lot of
interest for relatively low outlay.

93

1926 (7 Jly) first flight cover from Sioux Lookout to Red Lake franked with 2 cent Map Stamp (late
usage!). Cover carried by Patricia Airways and Exploration Co Ltd and carries their 25 cent label
- type CL13 on the reverse nicely tied by Red Lake receiver and commemorative cachet. Reverse
has some staining from the envelope gum o/w very fine.

94

1927 (11 Dec) cover from Winnipeg to Pelee Island franked with pair of 1 cent Confederation
stamps and carried on the first airmail service from Leamington Ont to Pelee Island. One of the
scarcest early flight covers. A similar one is illustrated in the Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland. Very fine.

£160

£55

£100

95

1928 (21 Sept) air mail letter from Kitchener Ont to Dallas Texas, franked with 5 cent airmail stamp
(SG type 274) on first day of issue. Reverse has Dallas receiver of 23 Sept. Scarce commercial
FDC of the first airmail stamp. Very fine.

£22

96

1929 (28 Jan) airmail letter sent from Halifax N.S. to St. John N.B. on first flight. The plane was
forced to land and the mails delayed so the cover is backstamped on arrival at St John on 2 Feb.
Franked with 5 cent airmail stamp (SG type 274). Addressee has been excised but o/w very fine.

£7

97

1929 (6 Jun) airmail letter from Toronto to Hamilton sent on the first flight between the cities on
the opening of Hamilton airport. Franked with 5 cent airmail stamp (SG type 274). Very fine.

98

1929 (9 Dec) letter from Quebec to USA carried on first flight between Quebec and St John N.B.
Cachets on front (in English) and back (in French) Franked with 5 cent airmail stamp (SG type 274).
Very fine.

99

1932 (22 Feb) airmail letter from Ottawa to New Jersey franked with 6 cent on 5 cent airmail stamp
(SG type 313). Commercial first day cover and very fine.

£5

1932 (22 Feb) airmail letter from Ottawa to Norriston PA franked with 6 cent on 5 cent airmail

£3

100 stamp (SG type 313) Commercial first day cover. Some minor staining at upper right.

£7
£7

1933 (5 Dec) airmail letter from Camsell River to New York carried on first flight from Camsell

101 River to Cameron Bay. Franked with 5 cent airmail stamp (SG type 310 issued the day before) and

£7

Arch provisional SG type 314. Very fine.

102 1932 (12 July) airmail letter from Ottawa to Kansas carried by air from Ottawa to Bradore Bay and
franked with Ottawa Conference airmail stamp (SG type 318) on first day of issue. Very fine.

£6

1934 (16 Jan) letter from Port Menier to Winnipeg carried on the first flight from Port Menier to

103 Havre St. Pierre. Franked with pair of 1 cent orange Arch coils and 4 cent Medallion (SG types 304
and 322). Very fine.

£16

104 1934 (14 June) letter from Fond du Lac Sask to USA carried on first flight between Fond du Lac
and Fort Chippevyan. Franked with Ottawa conference airmail stamp and 2 cent Medallion coil (SG
types 318 and 327) Very fine.

£10

PLATE XIII

LOT 90

LOT 91

LOT 94

EX LOT 92

LOT 93 - FRONT AND BACK

LOT 96

LOT 99

LOT 102
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LOT 100

LOT 103
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LOT
105

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

1936 (19 May) first flight cover from Machin Ont to Kenora franked with 5 cent airmail stamp and 1
cent Scroll coil stamp (SG 274 and 286). Coil stamp is scarce on cover. Very fine.

£10

Members may wish to bid on all of the previous five FFC lots (lots 98, 101, 103 - 105) as a single lot.

105A If so, bid here. The five covers will be sold as a single lot if the bid here exceeds the sum of the high £50
bids on the individual lots.

POSTAL HISTORY - MARITIME PROVINCES (see also lots 5, 22, 52, 53)
106

NOVA SCOTIA: 1842 (23 Nov) transatlantic letter from Halifax to Edinburgh Scotland rated 1sh in
mss in black (collect) UK arrival mark on the reverse of 17 Dec. Central filing fold but overall fine.

£10

107

NEW BRUNSWICK: trio of early stampless covers showing different rate handstamps, comprising;
1861 (16 Jan) letter from Richibucto to Dorchester with fine PAID /5/ CENTS handstamp in red; 1854
sfl from St Johns to Maine with 10 CENTS handstamp in black and 1863 (4 Apr) unpaid letter from
Chatham to St John with 7/CENTS handstamp in black. All three have been opened out for display
purposes. Usual filing folds on some but overall fine.

£15

NOVA SCOTIA: 1862 letter from Halifax to Clementspond with fine combination of Halifax PAID
tombstone cancel in red and CTS 5 handstamp also in red on front. Some small edge faults and couple
of very small rust spots but overall fine.

£12

NEW BRUNSWICK 1864 stampless cover to Windsor N.S. with light red arc PAID/5/CENTS and red
double circle St John NB/ NO/1/1864/PAID cancel on front. Previous owner has denoted ship 'Emperor'
in pencil (possibly the same barque that foundered in a snowstorm at St Paul Island NS on 27 Nov 1872
as per J. Zinck 'Shipwrecks of NS' p. 209). Cover has opening tears.

£16

108

109

POSTAL HISTORY - MILITARY MAIL

110

MILITARY MAIL: 1901 Transvaal Anglo-Boer War cover to Canada dated 3 Sep 1901. Franked with
1d Transvaal E.R.I. overprint tied by double circle Waterval Louen cancel to Halifax N.S. (7 Oct
backstamp). Front has black oval 'PASSED PRESS CENSOR/JOHANNESBURG' cachet and also
violet straight line 'PRESS CENSOR' handstamp. Backstamps of Machadodorp and Jo'burg 6 Sept. No
sender indicated but may be A.F. Stewart of the Imperial Military Railways. Slight crease at right but
overall very fine.

Trio of military related covers comprising; 1940 (15 Dec) cover from Humboldt Sask to #31 Service
111* Flying Training School in Kingston, franked with 1938 6 cent airmail stamp; 1941 (22 Jan) cover from
same correspondence franked with pair of 3 cent Muftis and 1942 (26 Jun) cover from Regina SK to
Cdn Small Arms Training Centre in Nanaimo BC franked with 1938 6 cent airmail stamp. Very fine.
DONATED LOT FOR SOCIETY FUNDS

112

1942 - 1977 small group of Military mail items, one postcard from WW2 era, the remainder are modern
post WW2 Forces Air Letters etc. Nice range of MPO marks including one from the Vietnam war. Very
fine.

£40

£3

£18

POSTAL HISTORY - NEWFOUNDLAND (see also lots 82, 87)
113

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1929 (31 May) Neopost 3 cent meter mark (no 4) on Harvey & Co letter to
Carbonear from St John's. Partial receiver on reverse dated 1 June. Cover reduced at right and very light
diagonal crease.

114

NEWFOUNDLAND: lot of two air letters. One is used on 'last day' from St John's 31 Mar 1949 to
Montreal franked with 7 cent airmail stamp. Clearly philatelic but nice nevertheless. The second is
unused. Both are on watermarked paper. Very fine.

115

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1946 (5 Jun) airmail cover from Corner Brook to Denmark franked with pair of
20 cent stamps from the 1941-44 issue. Very fine.

£8

£20

£28

PLATE XIV
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LOT 109
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NOTE THAT THE SCAN FOR LOT 115 CAN BE FOUND ON PLATE XV.
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LOT DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

POSTAL HISTORY - TRANSATLANTIC MAIL (see also lots 1, 106)
1787 (8 Oct) early transatlantic letter from Sorel to London England via Quebec sent as a Ship Letter
accompanying a small package. Rated 1/1d collect in mss. Front carries nice strike of the DOVER
116 SHIP LETTER mark in two lines. Very fine strike of the Quebec Bishop Mark on flap, also London
office receiving mark of 7 December (thus 60 days in transit). Central filing fold and some ageing but
nice early cover which apparently came from the archives of the S.P.G.

£50

1796 (29 April) transatlantic letter from Montreal to London England. Endorsed for conveyance on the
ship Favourite from Montreal. Front shows nice strike of the curved DEAL SHIP LRE handstamp. No
117 Canadian postage and charged in UK at 2d for ship letter plus 5d postage from Dover to London.
Written up on album page. Usual filing folds but very fine for age.

£36

118 1817 (17 Nov) transatlantic ship letter from York (Canada) to Cumberland England via Halifax. Fully

written up on album page with Canadian postage of 2/9d Cy prepaid to UK and then British collect
charge of 1/6d Stg. Rather scruffy with age stains etc but nice early ship letter which has fine strike of
the two line YORK handstamp on flap. Front has both Halifax Crown Ship Letter mark in black and
stepped Liverpool Ship Letter in blue.

1819 early ship letter from Quebec to Greenock Scotland. Letter was put on board the ship Camulas
in Quebec so no Canadian postage. Arrived in London, England 28 Dec 1819 with fine strike of the
119 Crown London Ship Letter mark in black plus matching Bishop mark. Transit cancel from Glasgow
dated 31 Dec. Letter was rated 8d stg for incoming ship letter fee plus 3 shillings (for 3 sheet letter)
from London to Greenock plus ½d Scottish road tax for total collect charge of 3sh/8½d stg. Fully
written up on album page. Filing fold at left and some age staining but overall fine for age.

£26

£30

1832 (20 Nov) sfl from Fredericton NEW BRUNSWICK to Kirkaldy in Scotland. Sent via Halifax

120 N.S. and paid 11d Cy with nice PAID in circle handstamp on front. Carried on the Falmouth packet
ship Eclipse which departed Halifax 29 November. UK arrival mark on reverse dated 17 December.
In UK charged 2sh/5d sterling being the packet rate of 1/2d plus 1/3d postage from Falmouth to
Kirkaldy. Fully written up on album page. Some creases and edge wear but generally fine for age.

£18

1823 (26 May) Ship letter mailed from Quebec to London. Carried on the Brig Amethyst. Charged 8d
121 as a ship letter and landed at Dover (stepped Dover Ship Letter mark on reverse) . UK inland postage
of 8d x 3 sheets = 2 shillings to London for total collect charge of 2/8d Stg. Central filing fold but
otherwise fine.

£20

122 1830 (24 Jun) sfl from Trafalgar Ont to London England via New York. Fine and rare strike of the

small double split ring TRAFALGAR with mss date and rated in mss Paid 9 & 1/3 being 7dCy
Canadian postage to the border crossing at Niagara/ Lewiston plus 2d Cy ferriage and 25 US cents to
New York converted to 1/3d Cy. Front has nice strike of the oval NIAGARA U. CANADA PAID TO
NEW YORK cancel in red. Niagara transit datestamp of 25 June in red. Letter passed from New York
as a ship letter and has backstamp of stepped LIVERPOOL SHIP LETTER. In UK the letter was
charged 8d Stg ship letter fee plus 11d stg postage from Liverpool to London for a total collect charge
of 1/7d. Unusual handstamp at lower left of a boxed T.P. RATE 2 which I have not seen before. Ex
John Young.

1830 (22 Oct) Ship Letter from St John's NEW BRUNSWICK to Dumfries in Scotland. Ship landed
in UK at Bristol (stepped Bristol Ship letter mark on front). Total collect charge was 1/8d stg plus ½d
123
Scottish Road Tax, made up of 8d Ship letter fee plus 1/-sh UK postage from Bristol to Dumfries.
Boxed ½d road tax mark on the front from Carlisle. Reverse has two line Dumfries receiver of 17
December. Very fine.

£40

£26

1837 (3 Jan) sfl from Toronto to London UK via New York. Front has fine strike of the PAID 9 & 25

124 handstamp in red. Carried from New York as a ship letter arriving in Portsmouth (stepped PORTSMOUTH SHIP LETTER handstamp in black on front). UK charges of 8d stg incoming ship letter fee
plus 8d postage to London = 1/4d stg collect. Light filing folds but otherwise very fine.

£30

PLATE XV
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125

126

127

128

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

1839 (7 Dec) sfl from Toronto to Paisley, Scotland via New York. Front has fine strike of the PAID 7
& 25 handstamp in black (quite a late usage of this mark). Reverse has unframed stepped LIVERPOOL
SHIP LETTER in black and boxed Paisley receiver of 15 Jan 1840. From 1 Jan 1840 the UK incoming
ship letter fee became 8d stg per 1/2 oz to include inland postage. This letter apparently weighed over
1/2 oz and was charged 1/4d stg collect. Light filing fold but otherwise fine. Fully written up on album
page.
1840 (February) transatlantic letter carried by American Packet via New York to Toronto. Carried on
the British Queen it arrived in New York on 18 March and the Queenston border exchange on 24 March.
Charged 19 US cents for the transatlantic crossing plus 2 cents port charge and 6 cents US internal
postage to the border for a total US charge of 27 cents. This converted to 1sh/4½d Cy in Canada plus 7d
Cy Canadian postage to Toronto giving a total collect charge of 1sh/11½d Cy. Fully written up on album
page and very fine and attractive cover.
1840 (15 May) transatlantic letter from Toronto to London sent via the US. Paid as far as New York at
double rate of 9d Cy plus 50 US cents. On arrival in the UK it was treated as a ship letter arriving at
Portsmouth (stepped Portsmouth Ship Letter mark in red on front). The 1840 act had set the inclusive
British postage and ship letter rate at 8d per sheet so this letter was charged double that at 1sh/4d stg
collect. Fully written up on album page and very fine.
1841 (3 Jun) letter from Manchester UK to Montreal with endorsement 'per Steamer from L'pool June
4th'. Rated 1/0 in red mss indicating transatlantic postage paid. Front shows fine strike of the boxed 2
1/2 handstamp (type B01) in black applied at Quebec. Very fine and written up on album page.

129

1843 (19 Jun) letter from the UK (origin unclear) to Toronto via Quebec. Rated 1/2 (stg) in mss and with
fine strike of the boxed 1/4d Cy handstamp in black (type A13) applied in Quebec. (Montgomery notes
only 6 examples recorded). Central filing fold and rust stain at right but overall fine.

130

1844 (3 Jul) stampless entire from Wolverhampton to Montreal carried on the Cunard vessel Hibernia
from Liverpool (4 Jul) bound for Boston. Mail was dropped at Halifax NS on 15/16 Jul. Rated 1/2stg in
mss and struck (probably in Quebec ) with vf strike of the boxed 1/4Cy handstamp in black (type A13).
Light filing fold away from all the marks.

131

1846(18 Nov) transatlantic letter from London, England to Quebec, rated 1/2 (pence Stg) in mss and
showing very fine strike of the 1s/4d Currency handstamp in black (type A04) applied on arrival in
Quebec. Horizontal filing fold but o/w fine. Lot also includes 1850 (7 June) transatlantic letter from
London, England to Quebec rated 1/2 (pence sterling) in mss and showing very fine strike of the 1s/4dCy
in circle handstamp (type A05) in black applied at Quebec. Very fine and a scarce handstamp (Montgomery records only six examples from Quebec).

132

1847 (24 May) transatlantic entire mailed from Teignmouth in Devon to Quebec. Rated '2' in mss
crossed through and then rated 1/2 in mss accompanied by a small oval 'L/MY26/H' mark. On arrival in
Canada black handstamp '1/4 Currency' in italics added (type A04). Reverse has Teignmouth cancel of
25 May and red 'D Crown K' cancel of 27 May. Horizontal filing fold but otherwise fine.

133

134

1847 (Sep) letter from the UK to Sydney, Cape Breton rated 1/2 in black mss and sent via Cunard ship
Cambria. Halifax receiver on reverse dated 2 Oct and front carries fine strike of the 1s/4d Cy in circle
handstamp (type A21) applied at Halifax (Montgomery and Mulvey note only 8 examples recorded).
Vertical filing folds but overall fine.
1848 (14 Jan) stampless unpaid entire from London, England to Quebec. Carried on the Cunard vessel
Arcadia departing Liverpool 15 Jan, arriving Boston 1 Feb. Rated 1/2 stg in mss in London and struck
with fine strike of the straight line italic 1/4 Currency handstamp on arrival in Quebec (type A04). Very
fine.

£30

£30

£28

£26

£20

£22

£20

£20

£30

£20
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LOT 132

LOT 133
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1848 /1850 pair of transatlantic covers from the UK to Canada showing the practice of the sender only
paying for the transatlantic postage. 1848 (1 Mar) mourning cover from Wakefield to Montreal with
135 1/- paid in UK and showing large 2 handstamp for BNA postage. Fine strike of the 2½d Currency
handstamp in black italic (type B03) applied in Montreal. Lot also includes 1850 (10 Jan) cover from
Turnham Green London to Toronto with similar markings and same 2½d Currency handstamp this time
applied in Toronto. Very fine.
NEW BRUNSWICK: 1849 (5 Feb) letter from Milltown N.B. to Cornwall, England. Rated 1/2d stg
136 Reverse has St Andrews transit of 6 Feb and UK receiver of 20 Feb. Light filing folds but overall very
fine. The Milltown datestamp on this cover is a very early usage as the cancel was only proofed on 4
Jan 1849.
1850 (8 Oct) small and slightly scruffy letter from London Ont to Lancashire England rated 1d at the
Forces Concessionary rate. Sent by Private A. Riley No 205823 Fusilier and countersigned by his
137 commanding officer L.Whitley of the R.B. 25th Royal 11th Fusiliers. Carried on the S.S. Cambria
which arrived in Liverpool on 27 Oct. Backstamps of London Ont 8 Oct, Montreal 11 Oct and
Manchester England 23 Oct. Written up on album page.
1850 - 1852 trio of transatlantic letters from the UK to Canada all showing use of the 1s/4d Cy in circle
handstamp on arrival (type A05) Montgomery lists no less than 8 variants of this handstamp so plenty
138 of scope for research with this lot! Lot comprises: 1850 (10 Jun) letter from Liverpool to Toronto, 1852
(1 Jan) letter from Glasgow to Toronto and 1852 (16 Dec) letter from Glasgow to Montreal. All sent
unpaid. All covers have minor edge wear and one has heavy vertical filing crease.

£36

£16

£30

£26

139 NEW BRUNSWICK: 1851 (16 Sept) transatlantic letter from unclear origin in the Province to
Glasgow in Scotland, Rated 1sh in mss in red and prepaid. Reverse has Glasgow receiver of 29 Sept.
Very fine.

£12

1852 (26 Mar) stampless unpaid cover from Glasgow to Toronto via the US. Carried on the Cunard
vessel Africa departing Liverpool 27 Mar and arriving in New York on 7 April. Rated 1s/4d in circle
140 handstamp (type A05) at Montreal. Front also shows GB claim of 1/- in mss. Very fine. Notes from
Malcolm Montgomery accompany.

£22

1852 (25 Jun) stampless unpaid cover from Glasgow to Montreal via Liverpool and then by Cunard
vessel Canada to the USA. Circular 1s/4d Cy handstamp in black (type A05) applied on arrival in
Montreal. Front also shows British claim of 1/- in mss and fine strike of the Glasgow heptagon
postmark. Light filing fold goes through the rate handstamp o/w very fine.

£20

141

1852 (30 Aug and 10 Sept) pair of prepaid stampless entires from the same correspondence, mailed

142 from Montreal to Northallerton, England. Both are rated 1/2 (stg) 1/4 (Cy) in mss in red. August letter
has a Montreal cds, Liverpool pkt letter tombstone and PAID handstamp all in red. the Sept letter has
a Montreal tombstone and Liverpool pkt letter tombstone both in red. Both have Northallerton
backstamps in blue. Sept letter has central filing fold, the other is very fine. Nice pair.

143 1852 (28 Nov) transatlantic letter from Montreal to London, UK endorsed 'p Royal Mail Steamer' and
rated 2/4 (d stg) for double rate. Horizontal filing crease low down does not detract. Fine.

£22

£10

1853 (14 Jan) stampless pre-paid entire from Glasgow to Halifax NOVA SCOTIA via Liverpool and

144 Cunard vessel Africa. Red m/s 1/- and large '2' handstamp (type F08, this pence credit to BNA). Front
has nice Glasgow paid datestamp, reverse has Liverpool transit datestamps of 15 Jan and Halifax
arrival mark of 4 Feb. Very fine.
1853/54 pair of transatlantic letters both showing the large '2' handstamp claim or credit marking type
F08 applied both in Liverpool and in Canada. The first cover is from London UK to Toronto dated 22
145 Feb 1853 and rated 1/2d in mss in red and prepaid. Rather amusingly addressed to the Gas Light
Company of Toronto US - but got there anyway! This cover has heavy vertical filing fold. The second
cover is from Auldbarn to the Village of Sharon in York County. Rated 1/2d collect and with bold '2'
handstamp in black. Reverse has Liverpool transit of 10 Mar 1854 and Sharon receiver of 30 Mar 1854.
Some minor edge wear but overall fine.

£20

£26
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DESCRIPTION
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146

1853 (8 July) letter from Quebec to Southampton with very fine strike of the small 1/2 Stg PAID 1/4
Cy handstamp (type A09) in red. Very fine. Montgomery and Mulvey note only four recorded
examples.

£40

147

NOVA SCOTIA: 1853 (10 Nov) transatlantic letter from Halifax to Aberdeen in Scotland, Rated 1/sh
in mss in black and with large bold 2 handstamp in black probably applied in Liverpool (type F08).
These marks were used as both a claim and a credit marking so exact purpose here is unclear to me.
Reverse has Aberdeen receiver of 21 Nov in green. Fine.

£14

1854 (11 Apr) cover from Niagara to Ealing UK. Carried on the Cunard vessel Europa and showing
an early simple '8' handstamp alongside a manuscript 8 (pence sterling). The handstamp was used
from both Toronto and Hamilton. Light filing folds but otherwise fine.

£10

1854 (16 Nov) unpaid stampless mourning cover from Parsonstown, Ireland to London, Ontario.
Carried by Cunard vessel and rated 10 (handstamp in black type D22). Front also carries 7d claim
handstamp in black (type F03) being the British claim applied at Liverpool. Very fine.

£20

1854 (28 Dec) letter from Quebec to the Earl of Caledon at Caledon Castle in Ireland. The letter was
initially stamped with an internal mail 3(d) handstamp in error, this cancelled out with a 7 ring
obliterator and the letter then correctly rated 8d stg with the Arnell type D3 handstamp. Carried on
the Cunard America. Written up on album page. Some very minor edge faults but overall fine.

£15

NEW BRUNSWICK: 1855 (1 Apr) letter from Lunenburg N.B. to London, England. Sent unpaid
with no NB rate markings. Arrived Liverpool 22 April (green packet letter mark on reverse) and
London receiver in red dated 23 April. Front has large 6d handstamp type F16 applied in Liverpool
being sixpence charge to collect. First example of this mark I have seen, Montgomery records six
examples and this is slightly earlier than his earliest. Cover has rust stain at left o/w fine.

£14

152

1855 (6 Oct) stampless unpaid entire mailed from Liverpool to Montreal. Carried on the Collins Line
vessel Atlantic and rated 1s/4d Cy (circular handstamp in black type A05). Front also shows mss 1/British claim. Light filing folds but nice example of the use of the US Lines during the Crimean War
period.

£22

153

1856 pair of transatlantic covers from the UK to Canada, comprising; 6 Jun letter from Birmingham
to Toronto sent unpaid and with '10' handstamp in black (type D22) applied in Toronto along with
7d British claim handstamp (type F03) applied in Liverpool. Cover has heavy filing folds. Also 10
July letter from Glasgow (unusual boxed datestamp) to Quebec sent prepaid and rated 8 (pence
sterling) in red in mss. This latter very fine.

154

1857 (29 Nov) stampless unpaid cover from York U.C. To Oxford, England. Double rate letter and
paid for the Allan Line service ex Halifax but not marked as such. Rated PAID 1/3d = 1/- Stg in mss.
Routed via Paris (30 Nov), Hamilton (1 Dec) and then New York arriving Liverpool 20 Dec. and
Oxford 24 Dec. Front has MORE TO PAY handstamp in black and large 4 in mss being 4d due in
England for routing via Cunard. Fair bit of staining but a nice example of a fined letter.

£15

155

1858 (19 Apr) stampless pre-paid cover from Kingston U.C. to London, England. Probably routed
via Boston and Liverpool on the Cunard vessel America and then onward by train to London. Rated
with PAID 8d Stg handstamp in red (type D01). Front also carried London PAID cds dated 4 May
1858. Fine.

£10

156

1871 (27 Oct) rather flimsy envelope mailed from Montreal to Aisne in France. Franked with 6 cent
Large Queen tied by duplex cancel. Sent to England via the Allan Line (for which stamp pays the
postage) and then rated 6 in red mss. Cover has a few faults but hard to find Large Queen mail to
Europe.

£26

1883 (3 July) front from Uxbridge Ont to Canterbury UK franked with two copies of the 5 cent Small
Queen for double rate letter to the UK. Fine.

£3

1894 (13 March) letter from Windsor Mills Quebec to Liverpool franked with 2 cent and 3 cent Small
Queens. Fine strike of the PAID LIVERPOOL Col Packet receiver in red on front dated 27 March.
Very fine and attractive cover.

£8

148

149

150

151

157
158

£20
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POSTAL STATIONARY (see also lots 188 - 192 and 303)
1874 (1 Dec) UX1 type postcard mailed from Centreton Ont to New Jersey and uprated with 1
cent Small Queen (perf 11½ x 12) to cover the 2 cent rate which applied prior to 1 Feb 1875.
Nice example of this short lived 2 cent postcard rate. Very fine.

£6

1883 - 1896 group of five UPU postcards - type UX4 - all mailed to addresses in Germany.
Range of shades and card types. Very fine and nice group. Cat $75.

£20

161

1885 (9 Jan) UX4 postcard mailed from Montreal to Vienna, Austria. Text all in German. Very
fine.

£6

162

1888 (5 May) UX4 type postcard mailed from the Bank of Nova Scotia in Charlottetown to
London UK. Nice red London receiver makes for a very colourful item. Very fine.

£6

163

1889, pair of postal stationary cards comprising; 25 JUL card from Brandon Man to Virden MB
and 20 APR card from Portage La Prairie sent locally with CPR form 13 on reverse. Very fine.

£6

164

1889 - 1893 group of four UX7 postcards all uprated with addition of 1 cent Small Queens.
Three of the cards are addressed to Germany, the fourth (for which the uprate was unnecessary)
to the USA. Nice range of shades and very fine.

£10

165

1893 (27 Sept) UX11 postcard mailed from Yorkton, Saskatchewan to Germany and uprated
with 2 cent Small Queen (and thus overpaid by 1 cent). Text all in German. Very fine.

£5

166

1893 - 1897 group of four 1 cent postcards (types UX13, UX14 x 2 and UX14a) all uprated
with 1 cent Small Queens for mailing to Germany. UX13 card has central filing fold but
otherwise very fine and nice group. Note one is one of the Niagara Falls illustrated types.

£8

167

1894 (3 Oct) UX14 postcard uprated with two pairs of the 1/2 cent Small Queen mailed from
Berlin, Ontario to Steyr, Austria. The right hand stamp of the pair at lower left shows a nice
re-entry in Canada and at lower left. Very fine.

£10

168

1896 (31 Jul) UX14 postcard uprated with 1 cent Small Queen and mailed from Montreal to
Hamburg, Germany. Cancelled with type 1-C flag cancel. Very fine.

£6

169

1896 (20 Oct) private postcard with corner advertising for the J.R. Elliot Steamship Agent,
mailed from Lawrencetown NS to Aylesford NS. Franked with 1 cent Small Queen and
showing cancels of the Halifax & Annapolis M.C. RPO cancel. Very fine.

£6

170

1897 (9 Oct) UX15 style UPU postcard used from Halifax NS to Southsea UK. Squared circle
cancel. Fine.

£10

171

1897 (22 Nov) UX15 postcard mailed from Montreal to Dresden in Germany. Very fine.

£12

172

NEWFOUNDLAND - postal stationary card type UX5 - 2 cent on 1 cent overprint. Unused and
fine apart from some minor age toning.

£10

159

160
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CANCELLATIONS (note that items in this section have been mainly collected for
their postmark interest. Whilst the descriptions will endeavour to describe any
significant faults on the stamps, minor faults may not be mentioned).
GENERAL

173

174

Collection of Small Queens on album pages collected for cancels. Some 220+ stamps here with
majority cancelled by segmented corks, grids and various geometric fancies though note one page
with mainly fancy types. Treasure trove for the cancel collector. Condition varies but many fine
or better and the cancels are almost all very fine.

£75

Small collection of 4 ring numeral cancels on stamps. Some 33 stamps here, mostly 1859 series
but also a few Large and one Small Queen. Range of numeral cancels mostly clear to read - some
28 different noted. Condition varies but some very fine. A few of the stamps noted as having
minor re-entries etc.

£30

FLAG AND MACHINE CANCELS (see also lots 4, 58, 59 and 168)
175

1897 - 1900 - Group of eight early flag and machine cancels from Montreal and Toronto on cover
or card. Includes a few with corner advertising and a very fine strike of the Toronto Exhibition
flag (type 11-B). Several of the Montreal types have had the die identified. Nice lot in fine to very
fine condition.

£22

RAILWAY POSTMARKS (see also lots 57, 69, 169 and 299)
176

177

178

RPO cancels - old album pages with collection of RPO cancels on stamp - all appear to have been
identified but no catalogue numbers alas. Some 180 in total ranging from Small Queens to early
QE2 with majority being Queen Victoria era. Some minor duplication not counted in the numbers.
Should be good value at..........
Railway Post Offices - Western - collection on cards and covers comprising 27 items including
13 registered covers with RPO transit marks. Some limited duplication. RPO's include: W15A,
W25, W77, W89, W91, W96, W102, W109B, W115, W138, W140, W141D, W145B, W158,
W169, W179, W196, W197 and W204. Condition varies but many fine to very fine.
Railway Post Offices - Canadian Pacific Railway, Calgary to Vancouver:- collection of cards and
covers all showing ornaments in the handstamp. Some 24 covers/ cards in total and includes the
following cancels:- WT91 - ornaments 116, 118, 120, 122, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132, 134, 136, 138,
140, 142, 144, 146, 148, 154, 156, 158 and WT98 - ornaments 106, 108, 110, 112. Condition is
mostly very fine with nice clear strikes.

179

1941 (19 Sept) letter mailed to Tillsonburg, Ont franked with 3 cent Mufti stamp tied by strike of
the Tor & Lon M.C./ No 3 (type O354). Fine. DONATED FOR SOCIETY FUNDS.

180

NEWFOUNDLAND: pair of covers with RPO cancels, comprising; 1948 cover to UK franked
with block of four of the Princes Elizabeth stamp tied by very fine strikes of the Port Aux Basques
- North Sydney RPO cancel (type N74G) and 1956 cover to the UK franked with 5 cent Wilding
tied by type N93 RPO. Very fine.

£40

£30

£80

£3

£5

NEWFOUNDLAND: RPO ticket stamp Ludlow type TS192 (RF 325). Partial N.RY/SPRUCE
BROOK HYK 15 33 ties 1932 - 37 deep violet 5 cent Caribou (die 2) to small piece. Fine

£4

182

NEWFOUNDLAND RPO covers; trio of covers with RPO strikes comprising; 1952 cover with
N-106 (RF130), 1968 cover with N-87 (RF 325) and 1968 cover with N-4A(a) (RF 295). Very
fine covers with mostly fine strikes.

£5

183

1969 RPO cancels on cover franked with 6 cent Sparrow stamp. Free strikes of Ludlow Q-165
Dalmont & Tor G.T. RY no 4' dated 19 August 1969 and also carmine cancel from MONT &
TOR R.P.O. / M. MILLAR. Philatelic but attractive with RF 250.

181

£4
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ROLLER CANCELS
184

Roller cancellations: collection of approx. 100 roller cancels on mainly Queen Victoria issues.
At least 18 different towns noted including a range of different types for Toronto (18) and
Montreal (36). Fine.

£20

STREET CANCELS (see also lot 48)
185

Collection of Street Cancels from Montreal and Toronto all on the 2 cent carmine Numeral
stamp. Includes 35 stamps and 4 fronts. Cancels noted from Montreal; St Catherine Street
Centre, Chaboillez Square, Ontario Street East, St Lawrence Street Centre and Toronto; Peter
Street, Spadina Avenue, York Street, Bloor Street, Elm Street, Carlton Street, Strachan Avenue.
Fine to very fine and some nice strikes noted.

£20

FANCY CANCELS
186

FANCY CANCELS: lot of four well documented 'old bogus fancy cancels' in purple ink
including two different 'Jubilee' crowns, an encircled leaf and a flag with flagstaff (latter on 10
cent Edward). Some minor faults but nice group.

£16

187

1859 1 cent stamp with a fine strike of the '37' in bars cancel from Quebec (Lacelle type 158).
Stamp shows large part of plate imprint at top. Fine.

£15

188

1871 (8 June) very early usage of the UX1 postcard (official postcards only introduced on 1
June) from Kingston to Montreal. Also has very fine strike of the Kingston cross cancel - Lacelle
type 1137. Very fine.

£26

189

1879 (14 Nov) UX2 postcard mailed from West Arichat to Halifax NS. Very fine strike of the
intaglio 'EM' cancel from West Arichat (postmaster was Emile Mouchet). Lacelle type 399. Very
fine.

£26

190

1886 (2 Jan) UX5 postcard sent from West Winchester to Morrisburg Ont. Very fine strike of
the fancy 'W' cancel - Lacelle type 912. Very fine.

£26

191

1892 (6 Feb) UX7 postcard sent from Dominionville to Toronto. Perfect strike of the geometric
fancy cancel - Lacelle type 1533. Front also shows cachet of the Inspector Of Division Courts.
Small pin hole well away from all markings etc o/w very fine.

192

1884 (24 Nov) 1 cent PS card mailed from Cap Sante Quebec to Quebec City with very fine
strike of fancy intaglio cross or crossroads cancel on front. Unlisted type. Very fine.

193

FANCY CANCELS: Intaglio RJ of River John N.S. on postcard to Pictou. Lacelle type 765.
Fine

£22

194

FANCY CANCELS:- group of seven Toronto fancy 2 cancels, six on Large Queens and one on
Small Queen. Note Lacelle types 27, 31, 39, 43 and a couple that are rather weak strikes. Stamps
range from 1 cent to 15 cents and appear to be mostly sound. Nice lot!

£60

195

FANCY CANCELS:- Ottawa fancy 8 (Lacelle type 96) on 3 cent Small Queen - fine to very
fine.

£36

196

FANCY CANCELS : - Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 106) on 3 cent Large Queen (faulty).
Cancel is very fine.

£30

197

FANCY CANCELS:- Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 108) on 15 cent Large Queen (missing perf
at left). Cancel is very fine.

£30

198

FANCY CANCELS:- Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 112) on 3 cent Small Queen. Fine to very
fine.

£36

£20

£26
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FANCY CANCELS:- Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 117) two copies on 3 cent Small Queens
(different shades). Fine to very fine.

£40

200

FANCY CANCELS : - Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 113) on 3 cent Large Queen (faulty at
bottom). Cancel is very fine.

£30

201

FANCY CANCELS:- Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 120) on 3 cent Small Queen. Fine to very
fine.

202

FANCY CANCELS:- Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 111) on 3 cent Small Queen. Stamp poorly
centred but cancel very fine.

203

FANCY CANCELS: Large 'R' with blob - one of several similar types used from Montreal. Here
on 15 cent Large Queen. Lacelle type 750. Fine.

£10

204

FANCY CANCELS: Large R with a nick in it. Lacelle type 756 from St Hyacinthe circa 1876.
On 3 cent Small Queen. Fine

£10

FANCY CANCELS: Small plain P. Lacelle type 707 used from Paradise Lane N.S. in 1885. On
3 cent Small Queen. Fine.

£10

FANCY CANCELS: Bold OK in bars . Lacelle type 679 used from Black Brook. Used on 3 cent
Small Queen. Very fine.

£10

199

205
206

207

FANCY CANCELS: trio of bogus or unlisted types comprising; Lacelle type D325 a plain 'O'
probably made by inking the top of a bottle; Lacelle type D355 an intaglio PM cancel believed
to be bogus and an intaglio PR type believed to be from Port Royal Ont but unlisted. Very fine
cancels.

£36
£30

£15

208

FANCY CANCELS: Large bold 'P'. Lacelle type 704 from Parrsboro NS . Multiple strikes on
pair of 3 cent Small Queens (so much so that it at first looks like a very heavy masonic cancel!)
Fine.

£10

209

FANCY CANCELS: nice group of five fancy cross cancellations all on Small Queens. Note
Lacelle types 1042, 1074, 1081, 1082 and 1085. Very fine.

£26

210

FANCY CANCELS: nice group of five fancy cross cancellations all on Small Queens. Note
Lacelle types 1073, 1084, 1100, 1139 and 1141. Very fine.

£26

211

FANCY CANCELS: nice group of three different 'V' cancels, being Lacelle types 846, 847 and
865. All on 3 cent Small Queens. Fine.

£15

212

FANCY CANCELS: 3 cent Small Queen with very fine strike of the intaglio WJM cancel Lacelle type 906. Very fine.

£15

213

FANCY CANCELS: nice group of five different 'W' cancels, being Lacelle types 882, 883, 884,
889 and 892. All on 3 cent Small Queens. Fine to very fine.

£26

214

FANCY CANCELS: nice pair of different 'W' cancels being Lacelle types 877 (on 5 cent SQ)
and 894 (on 3 cent SQ). Fine to very fine.

£10

215

FANCY CANCELS: 6 cent Small Queen with fine strike of the YK cancel in purple ink from St
Francis du Lac P.Q. - Lacelle type 925.

£8

216

FANCY CANCELS: 3 cent Small Queen with fine strike of the 'X' in cogwheel cancel from St.
Antoine Lotbiniere QC - Lacelle type 914.

£6
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CANADA - STAMPS - BULK LOTS - (see also lots 241- 243, 245-6, 255, 258 -9,
261 - 2, 264 - 5, 267 - 8, 270 - 1, 274 and 276)
The following four lots are bulk accumulations of Small Queen stamps from an old time
collection. Partly on album leaves and also bulk in packets. Those on album leaves have some
varieties noted. Those in packets are unchecked for varieties. Includes a reasonable proportion of
the early Ottawa printings and shades and also perf 11½ varieties. Good source of shades, perfs
and postmarks etc. Condition is variable as one might expect but many fine to very fine here.

217

Small Queen 1 cent yellow - over 200 copies

£12

218

Small Queen 2 cent green - over 250 copies

£15

219

Small Queen 3 cents red - well over 700 copies (too many to count!) - lot also includes 7 covers

£30

220

Small Queen 5 cents value - over 150 copies

£12

221

1897 bulk lot of 1 cent and 3 cent Jubilee stamps on stockcards. Stated to be 12 x 1 cent and 105
x 3 cent. Many with dated cds and a few squared circles noted. Few faults but many fine or better.

£55

The following 9 lots all comprise packets of Admiral stamps - off paper and some in bundles - in
bulk. There are far too many to count so I have given an indication for each lot of the weight in
grams. For guidance 100 Admirals weigh approx. 4 gms, the lots all weigh between 150 and 200
gms so expect around 3500 and 5000 stamps per lot. For all these lots, the condition of the
contents will vary but there are many very fine copies here as well as the odd faulty one. They
all come from a huge old time hoard of Admirals which was variously put together by Sandy
Mackie, John Hannah and George Marler and ended up in the estate of the late Peter Payne. They
appear to have been collected and selected for a wide variety of reasons including; cancels, dated
copies, retouches, plating studies etc etc. For those who like to get a lot of stamps for their money,
these are for you. All are sold without reserve and are sold here for Society Funds. Estimates
have been set on the basis of actual realisations for similar lots in our recent sales. Apart from one
bumper lot to be included in our Convention sale later in 2022 these are the last of the hoard so if
you want to acquire some it is now or never..........

222

Admiral 2 cent red (CS type 106) - weight 159gms

£20

223

Admiral 2 cent red (CS type 106) - weight 179gms

£22

224

Admiral 2 cent red (CS type 106) - weight 171gms

225
226

Admiral 2 cent red (CS type 106) - weight 164gms
Admiral 2 cent red (CS type 106) - weight 158gms

£22
£20
£20

Keen Admiral students may wish to bid on all the above five lots as one lot. They will be sold
as one lot here if the bid exceeds the sum of the high bids on the individual lots.

£100

227

Admiral 3 cent brown (CS type 108) - weight 200gms

£24

228

Admiral 3 cent brown (CS type 108) - weight 150gms

£18

229

Admiral 3 cent brown (CS type 108) - weight 200gms

£24

230

Admiral 3 cent brown (CS type 108) - weight 194gms

£24

Keen Admiral students may wish to bid on all the above four lots as one lot. They will be sold
as one lot here if the bid exceeds the sum of the high bids on the individual lots.

£90

226A

230A

22
LOT
231

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

Small box containing several hundred official stamps with overprint variations such as position
varieties, spacing differences, malformed overprints etc etc. Majority are Karsh and Wilding
definitives but also several higher values etc. Many have been identified and are ready to write up.
Hours of fun to be had here! See article in the January 2022 issue of Maple Leaves.

£18

STAMPS -CANADA
1851 3d beaver on laid paper (CS 1) - presentable copy of Canada's first stamp with almost 4
margins (tight at top left). Stamp has a very tiny tear in the top margin and also appears to have
had a horizontal crease ironed out at some stage but very fine appearance with light cancel.

£50

233

1851 6d Albert on laid paper in brown purple shade. Nice copy with 3 full margins (tight at
bottom) and light cancel. Fine.

£100

234

1852 3d Beaver on wove paper - pair of used stamps, one in orange red on thin wove paper and
the other in brown red on thin wove. Former has four margins, latter has tight margins at top left
and on right hand side. Both sound copies and a nice looking pair.

£65

235

1854 10d Cartier imperf. Used copy with just about 4 margins (all are very close) and nice light
four ring numeral cancel. Very attractive clean copy. Fine.

£100

236

1857 7½d Queen Victoria plate proof in green (CS 9P). Very fine looking but has a few small
thins.

£15

237

1859 ½d perforated stamp (CS 11) - fine used.

£80

238

1859 3d Beaver - perforated (CS type 12) - very fine used apart from one short perf on left.
Cancelled with 7 ring concentric cancel in red. Very attractive!

£50

239

1859 5 cent Beaver plate proof in brown red with horizontal SPECIMEN in black (CS type
15TCiv). Very fine.

£30

240

1859 5 cent Beaver with major (triple) re-entry from pp28 state 10. (CS type 15v). Fine used single
with a tiny thin on one of the perf tips.

£30

232

241

242

243

244

1859 10 cents Consort stamp: collection on display sheets showing the many printing orders of
this stamp. Includes some 79 stamps, 3 covers and one plate proof. Virtually all printing orders
are represented with some minor duplication. The stamps shown for PO 1B and PO 2 are in my
opinion not correct and have not been included in the estimate. Several varieties also noted
including the String of Pearls, Double Epaulette (on cover) etc as well as several minor flaws and
imprint copies etc. Condition varies with a few faulty but several very fine. Exceptional opportunity to obtain a large holding of this difficult stamp and a great basis for further expansion. Huge
catalogue value.
1859 12½ cents value - accumulation of some 92 copies which have been plated. I note only five
duplicate positions so some 87 of the 100 possible are here. Note two copies from pp94 and one
each from pp61 and 62 (the major re-entries). Condition varies as you may expect but many very
fine here. Almost impossible to replicate today and with only 13 more plate positions to find,
completion is a real possibility for the buyer!
1859 17 cents Cartier stamp - accumulation of some 79 copies which have been plated as per
Calder etc. Only appear to be some 6 duplicates so 73 different plate positions represented out of
the possible 100 - just 27 more for the buyer to find! Includes both the major re-entry from pp100
and the GE re-entry from pp5 along with a number of other minor varieties. Condition varies as
you may expect but several very fine noted. Almost impossible to replicate and a challenge to
complete the full plate reconstruction!
1864 2 cent stamp - plate proof in green (CS type 20TCii) in horizontal marginal pair with large
part of the plate imprint at right. Very fine. Cat $800

£800

£800

£600

£80
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245

1864 2 cent rose (CS type 20); small collection on album pages of some 20 copies arranged by
printing order. Nice range of shades and perfs and a few with minor varieties noted. Huge
catalogue value.

£275

246

1868 Large Queen 1 cent red brown (CS type 22) small collection on album page; 13 used copies
in total including two on thin paper and three with Bothwell watermarks plus two on thick soft
paper. Condition varies but some nice stamps here and cat value in excess of $1000.

£100

247

1868 Large Queen 1 cent red-brown on Bothwell paper with watermark C. Fine used with light
postmark. CS type 22a.

£50

1868 Large Queen 1 cent red-brown on laid paper. Unused single with small amount of gum
(unclear if original). Some toning on lower perfs but otherwise fine. One of Canada's rarest stamps
with only a handful of unused copies known. Cat $10000+

£1000

248

Small Queen 1 cent yellow - imperforate pair without gum. Very fine.

£36

250

Small Queen 2 cent value imperf vertical pair with partial plate imprint in top margin. Appears
very fine but has small thin at top of lower stamp.

£40

251

Small Queen 10 cent value perf 12 Two mint copies in different shades (brown red and rose).
Mounted mint and fine. CS types 45 and 45a. Cat $550

£50

252

1897 Diamond Jubilee set complete to $5 used written up on album pages. Three copies each of 1
cent, 2 cent , 3 cent and 5 cent values, two copies of 50 cents value and single copies of all others.
High values mostly have rather heavy roller cancels but overall a sound set. Fine

£200

253

1899 - 2 cent violet Numeral stamp on thick paper (CS type 76a). Unmounted mint single. Fine to
very fine and rarely seen in this condition. Cat $300+

£36
£100

254

1898 Numeral issue 6 cent brown (CS type 80) mint marginal strip of 4 with plate 1 imprint. Some
perf separation between stamps and margin and gum whilst unmounted shows a fair bit of
disturbance. Also some rust spots. Nonetheless a nice display item with vf centring.

249

255

256

257

258

259

1898 Imperial Penny Post Map stamp - collection on album leaves comprising; 9 covers, some 175
stamps including at least 18 mint including a block of 4 and block of 6. Virtually all of the stamps
have been identified by plate and position with a few duplicates. Many re-entries, retouches and
other varieties here. Exceptional lot mostly in vf condition and a great basis for expansion or for
display as is.

£200

1908 - Quebec Tercentenary set used. Complete set with duplicates of all values and also includes
3 x 1/2 cent, 4 x 1 cent, 5 x 2 cent and 3 x 20 cent. Condition varies but many very fine and you
can make a nice very fine set out of this lot and have several duplicates to trade. Unchecked for
varieties. Cat £375 ++

£55

Admiral 1 cent green (CS type 104) mounted mint single with type B marginal lathework. Fine.
Cat $60

£8

Admiral 7 cent yellow ochre (CS type 113) collection of some 16 mint copies on a stockcard
including two pairs. All are mounted mint, many lightly. Big range of shades including some straw
and at least one sage green. Huge catalogue value and rare opportunity to obtain so many copies
unused. Unchecked for varieties.
Admiral 7 cent yellow ochre (CS 113) used accumulation on stockcard. Some 55 copies including
all the listed shades with multiple copies of the scarcer ones. Note a few pairs and one block of
four plus a couple with retouches identified etc. Nice study lot. Condition varies but several very
fine here.

£60

£40
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261

262

263

264

265

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

Admiral 10 cent plum (CS type 116) in mint block of four. Mounted lightly on top two stamps
only leaving the bottom two unmounted. Very fine. Huge catalogue value in excess of $3000.
Admiral 10 cent plum (CS type 116) two small stockcards with 13 mint copies, including one
pair. Range of shades and three copies have identified retouches etc. Most are lightly mounted
mint and condition generally is fine or better. Huge catalogue value.
Admiral 10 cent plum (CS type 116) used accumulation on stockcard. Over 70 copies here in big
range of shades. Note several blocks and pairs and also a few perfins. At least 7 have identified
retouches and some identified by plate. Nice study lot. Condition varies but many very fine
here.
Admiral 20 cent value (CS type 119) pair of mint blocks of four, one wet printing, the other dry
(type 119iv). Mounted on top stamps only leaving bottom pairs unmounted. Dry print block has
some perf separation otherwise fine to very fine. Cat over $2500 and rarely offered in blocks.
Admiral 20 cent and 50 cent values (CS types 119 and 120). Study lot on stockcards comprising:
20 cent x 21 mint copies including one pair plus over 60 used copies with many blocks and pairs
etc plus 50 cent value x 16 mint copies including 3 pairs plus around 60 used copies including
several blocks. Arranged by Marler types and wet and dry printings and several retouches and
plate varieties noted particularly amongst the 50 cent stamps. Nice study lot with huge catalogue
value.
Admiral 1 cent yellow, 2 cent green and 3 cent red values (CS types 105, 107 and 109). Study lot
on stockcards including; 1 cent yellow 30 mint including 5 blocks of four plus some 45 copies
used including a couple of blocks, also one copy on cover. 2 cent green; 36 copies mint including
5 blocks of four plus some 50+ used copies including blocks of 12, 6 and 4; 3 cent red 23 copies
mint including 4 blocks of four plus 14 copies used. Mint are mostly lightly mounted although
the blocks are often mounted on the top stamps only leaving the lower pairs unmounted.
Condition varies but mostly very fine. Huge catalogue value.

£200

£100

£40

£150

£100

£100

266

Admiral $1 value (CS 122) in very fine used block of 12, dry printing. Nice display piece.

£15

267

Admiral vertical coils perf 8 x imperf (CS types 123 and 124). Small group of these with 1 cent
value 2 x mint and 2 x used plus 2 cent value 3 x mint and 2 x used. Mint are mostly lightly
mounted. Few stubby perfs as is usual with these but generally fine to very fine.

£50

268

269

270

Admiral horizontal coils imperf x perf 8 (CS types 125, 127 and 129). Study group on stockcards
of the original colours, comprising: 1 cent value 21 mint including several pairs and strips plus
some 60+ used ; 2 cent red 14 mint mostly in pairs and strips of four plus some 70 used and 3 cent
brown 21 mint mostly in pairs and strips of four plus some 40+ used. Arranged by Marler types
or plates with several varieties and paste ups etc noted. Excellent lot for further study. Mint are
mostly lightly mounted. Condition varies but many very fine.
Admiral 3 cent brown coil imperf x perf 8 (CS type 129) coil starter strip of two stamps plus 5
blanks. Mounted mint. Rarely offered.
Admiral horizontal coils imperf x perf 8 (CS types 126, 128 and 130). Study group on stockcards
of the colour changes, comprising; 1 cent yellow x 22 mint (mostly pairs and strips) plus 21 used
(mostly pairs and strips) also two mint pairs plus used block of four and used strip of three of the
part perf coil (dry print); 2 cent green x 16 mint all in pairs or strips plus 40 odd used (mostly in
pairs and strips) also one mint pair and two used blocks plus one used strip of three of the part
perf coil (dry print) ; 3 cent red x 4 mint (incl one pair) plus 14 used (mostly in pairs and strips).
Arranged by die type and wet/dry printings. Few paste ups noted. Unchecked for varieties. Nice
study lot. Condition mostly fine or better. Mint are mainly lightly mounted.

£50

£50

£50
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274

275

276

277
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Admiral vertical coils perf 12 x imperf (CS types 131 - 134). Study lot on stockcards comprising;
1 cent green 7 mint singles, 5 mint pairs and one mint strip of three with paste up plus four used
singles and five used pairs. Also one mint copy of the Toronto experimental holes coil. 2 cent
red: five mint pairs plus mint strip of three with paste up and six used singles. 2 cent green mint
pair plus mint single and three used singles. 3 cent brown four mint pairs plus mint single and
two used singles plus used pair on piece. Stamps have been arranged by plate or Marler type and
several minor varieties noted. Excellent basis for study. Mint are mainly lightly mounted and
overall condition is fine.

£50

Admiral 2 cent green vertical coil (CS type 133) in strip of three lightly mounted mint. Very
fine.

£36

Admiral 3 cent red part perforate coils. Interesting pair of items comprising; block of four with
disturbed gum and mounted mint vertical pair. Both appear to be dry printing fakes based on the
width of the design and both show all the characteristics of die 1 printings . Sold as is

£20

Admiral booklet stamps - study lot on stockcards comprising some 15 booklet panes including 1
cent green squat printing pane, one postcard and over 100 stamps many in blocks and strips of
three. Arranged by Marler types with some retouches noted but ideal for further study. Condition
varies but many very fine here. Panes are mostly lightly mounted mint but note unmounted 2 cent
green pane of 6.
Admiral provisionals (CS types 139 and 140) pair of mint blocks of four, the single line overprint
is very fine and unmounted with a natural straight edge at bottom, the two line surcharge is fine
and mounted on the top two stamps.
Admiral imperfs and provisionals (CS types 136 - 140 and 184); small study group on stockcards
comprising: 1 cent imperf 2 mint and 2 used; 2 cent imperf 2 mint and 1 used; 3 cent imperf block
of 4 mint plus pair mint and pair and single used; CS184 pair and 2 singles mint plus 2 used;
CS139 3 mint (one unmounted) plus 2 used and CS140 one mint and three used. Mint are mostly
lightly mounted unless noted above. Fine.
Admiral provisional 3 cent red perf 12 x 8 (CS type 184) mint block of 16 from bottom of the
sheet. Lightly mounted on two top stamps and bottom margin only leaving bulk of stamps
unmounted. Very fine and a super display piece. Cat around $400.

£50

£60

£20

£34

1938 pair of 3 cent Mufti stamps (SG type 359), one shows the crease on collar variety (unused
but no gum) and the other is an attempt at faking an imperforate single (one assumes by cutting
off all the perfs but it has at least been rather well done). Nice pair.

£8

279

1938 top four values in the 1938 pictorial issue (SG types 364 - 367) all vfu. Cat £39.

£7

280

1942 - 146 War Issue set 4 cent grey, 8 cent and 50 cent values plus Peace issue 50 cent value,
all very fine unmounted mint.

£18

278

281

1942 - 1953: Three stamp booklets; CS types BK34B French, BK38B English and BK47 English.
Little bit of rusting around the staples as usual but otherwise very fine with panes umm. Cat in
excess of $50

£4

282

1942 - 1949 small group of G6 plate blocks comprising; 1 cent War issue plate 31 UR block of
4, 1949 postes postage 1 cent plate 2 block of 6, 1950 postes-postage omitted set 2 cent plate 1,
3 cent plate 1 and 4 cent plate 2 UR blocks of six. All are vf and unmounted mint.

£12

283

Group of Karsh and Wilding definitive values in imprint or corner blocks of four unmounted
mint. Comprises; 1 cent to 5 cent values of each issue. Majority are plate 1 blocks apart from the
Karsh 4 cent value which is plate 2 and the 4 cent and 5 cent Wilding blocks which are the
Winnipeg tag varieties. Very fine.

£5
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284 1967 6 cent black Centennial stamp - unmounted mint right margin block of four printed on the
gummed side error. Very fine.

285 1967 1 cent Centennial stamp - unmounted mint block of four with spectacular misperf error. Very

£40
£28

fine.

286 1983 Canada Day issue - Forts across Canada - booklet of 10 values, unmounted mint.

£2

287 1989 Architecture high value stamps; all values in plate blocks unmounted mint comprising; $1

value plate 1 and 2, $2 value plate 1 and 2 and $5 value plate 1 and 2. Cat value is over $200 but if
you just tear them up and use them for postage there is $64 worth here! Must be worth.....

£30

STAMPS - CANADA BACK OF THE BOOK
288 Postage Due stamps - 1930 type CS J7. Lightly mounted mint block of four. Very fine.
289

Special Delivery stamps; CS type E7 1939 10 cent value in very fine used block of four plus single
used copy of the 20 cent value (CS type E8). Cat in excess of $60.

£5
£8

REVENUE STAMPS
Federal Postal Note stamps; small group of the 1932 - 1948 issue on album page, comprising mint

290 copies of; 1 cent to 25 cent values (including shades) plus 50 cent and 75 cent values. Van Dam types
FPS 1-14, 17, 20. Very fine. Cat $58.
Four stockcards with range of Quebec provincial revenue stamps. Note several better values

291 including fine copy of QL98 and copy of QL52, range of registration stamps plus stock transfer

£3
£15

stamps to $1 value. Condition varies but many fine here.

292 Group of some 20+ Tobacco stamps. All are the smaller types and all appear to be different. Very
colourful and nice range. Condition fine to very fine.

£20

PRECANCELS
1893 20 cent Widow Weed stamp with style S precancel vertical. Fine and scarce.

£36

PRECANCELS - nice starter collection of over 140 stamps from 12 different towns. STC over $450

£65

295

PRECANCELS - collection of town types on stock cards (no Montreal or Toronto). Some limited
duplication (though not checked for dies etc) but mostly all different. Stated to be 244 stamps and
STC over $650. Also includes some 36 later bar types. Very fine.

£90

296

PRECANCELS - collection of Toronto types. Some limited duplication but again not checked for
dies etc and some of the duplicates show recognised varieties. Some 280+ stamps in total, and STC
over $250. Very fine.

£36

PRECANCELS - collection of Montreal types on stockcards. Some limited duplication but includes

£30

293

294 and appear to be all different. Very fine.

297 several recognised varieties within the duplicates. Over 140 stamps and STC over $220. Very fine.
The above three lots of precancels (295 - 297) will be sold as one lot if the bid here is greater than

297A the combined high bids on the individual lots

£150
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MISCELLANEOUS LOTS AND EPHEMERA
298

MISC: lot of 10 (9 x COD, 1 x Delivery Record) July 1964 Canada Post COD tags (different types)
and receipt tabs all with St. Urbain de Chateauguay QC cds or MOON cancels. Few minor faults
but seldom seen.

299

RPO ephemera item: 1868 (August) letter being a Grand Trunk Railway Co of Canada notice of
voting intent form addressed to the Secretary of the G.T.R. Co London England with embossed
company seal on the flap. Franked with GB 1d red (alas plate 90 not 77). Light central filing fold
and a bit grubby with age but nice collateral item.

300

Canada and Provinces - stock sheet containing 22 facsimilies of early imperforate stamps. Includes
two copies of the 12d black, several imperf Cents issue stamps and nice range of early Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick issues. Not a genuine stamp in sight but some nice examples
to fill those gaps in the album whilst you save up for the real thing!

£6

£8

£15

301

Admiral Dr Eckerlin reverse proof in green from lower left corner of sheet with large corner
margins. Very fine.

£20

302

1921 (Apr) Admiral 3 cent brown coil stamp (CS type 129) - a nice oddity on piece where someone
appears to have used two cut parts of this stamp to pay postage. Probably unique!

£10

303

1890'S - 1 cent QV postal stationary card overprint Service with Coat of Arms embellishment in
red, unused. Creation of Henry Hechler. Nice piece of ephemera.

END OF SALE
Our next auction will coincide with our planned Convention in September 2022.

£4
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